Natural History Conservation

We offer a range of services to the museum and heritage industry including, but not limited to: Giving advice on preventive conservation issues
pertaining to natural history collections; Advising on, or indeed organising and undertaking, the packing and transportation of individual specimens or
entire collections; Undertaking condition reports, conservation surveys and collection surveys; Undertaking remedial conservation projects, large or
small, for all types of natural history specimens and collections; mounting specimens including skeletons; curating collections, creating databases of
specimens; Identifying material; Undertaking fieldwork/excavations; and delivering training courses in a variety of techniques.

Nigel R. Larkin BA MSc

Simon Moore RScI, MIScT, FLS, ACR

Freelance natural history conservator and curator specialising in palaeontology, geology,
skeletons, bones, project logisitics and thermal imaging for collections management.

Freelance natural history conservator and curator specialising in fluid-preserved
specimens, taxidermy, entomology, botany, microscope slides and freeze-dried
specimens.

Affiliated Researcher, Cambridge University Museum of Zoology.
Research Associate (Geology), Norfolk Museums & Archaeology Service..
Email: nrlarkin@easynet.co.uk

Mobile: 07973 869613

Email: Couteaufin@btinternet.com Mobile: 0790036 8757
Web: www.natural-history-conservation.com

www.natural-history-conservation.com
www.researchgate.net/profile/Nigel_Larkin
www.norfolk.academia.edu/NigelLarkin
Preparing
specimens
sometimes
requires CT
scanning or X-ray
analysis (below),
something Nigel
regularly
organises.

Nigel is a natural sciences conservator specialising in the excavation,
preparation, conservation, curation, storage and display of geological,
palaeontological, archaeological and osteological specimens. With over
25 years experience of working in museums, three appropriate degrees
and various other qualifications (e.g. in blacksmithing, welding,
woodworking, mobile scaffolding tower erecting, detecting radioactive
specimens etc), as well as skills in moulding, casting and modelmaking
etc, he is able to take on a wide range of projects that most museums
no longer have the skills base to undertake in-house. Trained at the
Natural History Museum in London where he worked for five years, and
with several years as Curator of Geology for Norfolk Museums and
Archaeology Service, Nigel has also worked for the BBC, British Antarctic
Survey, Eden Project, Jersey Heritage and the Abu Dhabi Environment
Agency as well as dozens of UK museums and the National Trust.

Using mobile scaffolding
towers can be useful, but
you have to be trained,
pass a test and have a
licence - Nigel is a
qualified 'PASMA'
scaffolding tower erector,
should you find that
useful (right: a 10m tower
used to clean and
dismantle whale skeletons
suspended from a ceiling).

Simon has been conserving natural history specimens for over 45 years, starting at the Natural History
Museum in 1968, but also working as Conservator of Natural Sciences for Hampshire County Council
Museums Service. He specialises in fluid-preserved material,freeze-dried specimens and taxidermy. Simon
retired from Hampshire County Council Museums Service in November 2009 and is now a freelance
conservator full-time (available for presentations, advice, training, preventive and remedial conservation
work etc) and remains Adviser and Conservator of Natural Sciences to the National Trust.

.

This nautilus shell (above) was in many pieces and required repair (above
right).
Simon was editor of the newsletter of the newly-formed
Natural Sciences Section of UKIC (United Kingdom Institute
for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works, now ICON),
from its inception in 1993 and continued in this role when it
changed in 1995 to the "Natural Sciences Conservation
Group". He gave up this role in 1997, since when he has been a
committee member. He was then instrumental in initiating and
supervising the convergence of the Biology Curators’ Group
with the Natural Sciences Conservation Group in 2002 to
create the Natural Sciences Collections Association (NatSCA),
and continues to ‘beat the drum’ on behalf of natural history
conservators on the NatSCA Committee. He resigned as Chair
of the NCCR’s PSB Committee after their last meeting in 2004
when the NCCR converged to become the Institute of
Conservation (ICON).

Simon working on a juvenile Moa skeleton
requiring cleaning and repair (above);
repairing a drawer of entomological
specimens, (below); cleaning a penguin (far
left) ;and adding the finishing touches to a
pair of fluid-preserved seahorses (right).

Nigel has a mobile forge and MIG welder, so can adjust your metal
mounts (like the plesiosaur above left), or create a new skeletal
mount from scratch (such as for the giant deer above) though that
would be easier to undertake in his conservation studio at home
(where all museum specimens are fully insured). More delicate work is
sometimes needed, such as with this ancient Aepiornis egg (right)
that was in dozens of filthy pieces and required rebuilding (far right).

All creatures great and small: after remounting a small, fragile,
mole skeleton recently the next project was to record, clean,
dismantle and pack away a 70-foot long finback whale skeleton
(left) that had been hanging outside Cambridge University’s
Zoology Museum for a couple of decades, and was covered in
pigeon droppings. The skull and lower jaw posed particular issues
as they weighed over a ton! Airjacks and a crane were
successfully deployed. The whole project took about 55 days, the
mole took a single day. The juxtaposition of these two projects
demonstrate that no job is too big or too small to be considered.
Collection surveys: these can be a conservation assessment, a review of what a collection contains and
it’s scientific significance, or an investigation as in to the methods, materials and time required to safely
pack and move a collection during refurbishment, etc. Nigel has recently been advising Birmingham
University’s Lapworth Museum of Geology, Colchester and Ipswich Museum Service and Cambridge
University’s Zoology Museum, Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology and the Museum of Earth
Sciences in regards to moving their collections. The Zoology Museum alone has 4 million specimens and
all the work required to pack and move the material had to be quantified so Nigel looked at every single
cabinet and undertook appropriate time and motion studies. He has his own Geiger counter so that he
can check geology collections for naturally radioactive minerals etc. Examples of these projects can be
seen on the website (www.natural-history,-conservation.com), as can a list of all his publications.

Below: Undertaking remedial conservation
work on taxidermy specimens is a regular
activity in Simon’s conservation studio.

Below: Treatment of a foetal elephant's foot at Reading University's Cole Museum: on the left infested with fungus
and a low fluid level; middle, the foot once the fungus had been partly cleaned away and ; right ,the finished,
conserved, specimen.

Simon can either advise you
on what to do with your
fluid-preserved collection
(or ‘spirit’ collection); or he
can provide training so that
you, your staff and/or
volunteers can do the work,
or he can undertake
remedial conservation work
for you himself (you can see
the results of one small
project to the left).

Nigel recently completed a part-time Masters Degree in
'Architecture: Advanced Environmental and Energy Systems'
with the University of East London and the Centre for Alternative
Technology. This enables him to provide advice to museums on how
to conserve their energy with low-cost, low-tech solutions to
reduce their carbon footprint and lower their energy costs. He has
his own infrared thermal imaging camera not only so he can
undertake surveys to identify where energy can be conserved but
so he can investigate the subtle and sometimes not so subtle
environmental gradients in museum stores to assist with more
effective collections management. Left: assessing stratification in
a museum store room.
Nigel delivers training
courses in subjects such as:
The conservation of fossil
and geological material
(right); How to mould and
cast museum Specimens
(left) ; and Appropriate
methods for packing and
transporting natural history
specimens and whole natural
history collections.
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From 1998 to 2000 Simon was a
Committee member for UKIC (now
ICON) Fast Track Accreditation. He
was himself accredited by this route,
becoming ACR in June 1999. In January
2001 he was elected "Chair of
Professional Standards Board of the
National Council for ConservatorRestorers". Since October 2000 he has
been a part-time lecturer and
examiner for Bournemouth
University's Museum and Heritage
Studies course to Bsc and Msc
students.

Simon delivers training courses in subjects
such as: The care and conservation of fluidpreserved specimens (right); The care and
conservation of entomology; Herbarium care and
maintenance; and The care and conservation of
taxidermy specimens. See our website for details.
Between us, we have published over a hundred
scientific articles in peer-reviewed journals and
in books, mostly on techniques for conserving
natural history specimens. See our website for
details. Do get in touch if you have a query.

